
Hua Hin H3 Run #374 – 9th December 2017 

Location:  Agricultural College Entrance off Chom Phol Road 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/gFqoWPqa2jE2 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.641867, E 99.884176 (N 12 38.512, E 99 53.051) 

Hares:  Donkey Cock & Sodomy 

Hash Snacks: Lost Cause 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Number of Hashers: 59 

Pre-Hash 

I arrived at the run site at 3:45 expecting to see some other hashers, but no only a “HHH Car Park “ 

sign confirming I was at the right place.  After about 5 minutes the first of what was to turn out to be 

a large pack arrived and by the time the pre-hash circle was called the pack numbered 59.  The 

weather was fine with no threat of rain. 

The GM called the pack to order for the trail briefing by Donkey Cock.  The pack was advised of three 

trails, a short and long walk and a Runners/Rambo’s trail with a speed bump.  No hazards other than 

one barbed wire fence crossing suitable protected with rubber tubing.  

The Trail 

With the pre run briefing over completed the pack set off in a westerly direction along the road 

leading to the Agricultural College and then broke right following Donkey Cock carrying paper across a 

very rough field until reaching a gravel road and onto the first check.  With the check broken fairly 

quickly the pack skirted a rather large embankment before a suitable climbing point was found.  Upon 

reaching the plateau the trail crossed the land fill to arrive at a check by a lake.  Was this to be a 

circumnavigation of the lake to make up for those that missed a similar feature the previous week on 

the Cha-Am Hash?  Mudman headed off to the right having been goaded in that direction by Hare 

Sodomy but alas the trail was called straight ahead thereby leaving Mudman at the back of the pack.  
 

 

 

 



As the trail took the short side of the lake I got into conversation with Brambles and as a result 

missed the paper going to the left.  As a result we soon found ourselves in waist high grass and very 

wet underfoot in places.  Having warned followers of our dilemma, Hollow legs and Scaley Back found 

the true trail and stayed dry, I also believe No Name Korn managed to avoid the water and get back on 

trail.  Having got back on trail we then headed towards the hills but not without taking a left and then 

a right behind trees and then back to finish on the road.  At this point the cars could be clearly seen 

and several hashers opted to take a short walk home, thereby only completing 3 km in total.  For those 

that wished to complete the course the trail then went left to the SW Split where Hare Sodomy was 

loitering. 

  

Having left the Short Walk trail behind us we headed northwards parallel to the hill though tall grass 

and over uneven ground before the trail took a right and head towards the hills and the Run/Rambo 

split.  With the remaining walkers skirting the base of the hill the Runners/Rambo’s headed into the 

trees and scrambled over loose branches and slippery ground for 700 metres before emerging and 

joining the walkers.  Just prior to joining the trail I was blinded by the setting sun and ended up head 

butting a rather large tree branch.  After a further 300 metres the Short Walk trail merged and both 

Hares were there to pass comment.  Donkey Cock was moaning that he probably lost 20 baht as 

Mudman had finished in under an hour but it was looking likely that Brambles might not complete in 70 

minutes so he would not be out of pocket.  From this point it was a further 1.1 km skirting round 

pineapple fields and across rough ground to the road and back to the cars.    

Post Trail and Circle 

By the time I returned many of the pack were into the bevies and snacks. The remaining hashers still 

out on trail all arrived back within the next 15 minutes and there were no lost lashers.  General chit 

chat and comments about the trail ensued for some time until the GM called the pack together for the 

post Hash circle. 

The Circle 

First down down was awarded to me for being the volunteer scribe this week.  This was then followed 

by the Hares, Donkey Cock and Sodomy who received a thumbs-up for good trails.    At this point I 

believe Cathusalem handed over the circle to Pussy Peddler who requested the Hares remain in the 

circle.  As the trail was laid across very ankle twisting ground in the early stages of the run PP decided 

they should be made to sit on the ice.  Regrettably no ice was available but Lost Cause stepped in with 

two large pineapples.  The Hares were then requested to sit upon the pineapples and drink their DD’s  

This was followed by Lost Cause for some misdemeanor that I do not recall,  As several hashers opted 

to only complete 3 k by taking the road home they were duly punished.  Next were the returners who 

included Quick Mickey, Beverley/Irene, Smelly Fingers, Sodomy, Brian Pollard, David & Kerry 

Shepherd, David Thomas, Fiona Bevan and Korn.  This was followed by the welcoming of Virgin Hashers 

but no one showed.  They most probably had all gone home with Dave the Rave.  Sodomy therefore 

proposed that Korn be a stand in lookalike and so it was.  Cathusalem then stepped back into the circle 

for the naming of Fiona Bevan having been prompted by Beverly who in turn received a DD.  The Hash 

RA, Colosus then entered the circle duly dressed in robes and preceded with the officinal christening 



of Fiona ‘Red Hot Tottery’ Bevan into the fold.  The circle was then closed after the announcement of 

next week’s Hash. 

  

On After 

Around 30 hashers then made their way to the Khrua Baan Rao restaurant on the Klong Road for 

further sustenance. 

  

On On, 

Tinks  


